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“We selected AccessData as our main forensics
& review platform. The primary advantage is the
seamless integration with FTK. This is a big plus
in terms of the overall processing time and is
very tangible in our daily work.”
—Kürşad Güney, Sr. Forensic IT specialist, Grant Thornton

Forensic Toolkit® (FTK®)
Recognized around the world as the Standard in computer forensic software, FTK®
is the only court-cited digital investigations solution built for speed, stability and ease
of use. Known for its intuitive interface, email analysis, customizable data views and
stability, FTK lays the framework for seamless expansion so your solution can grow
with your organization’s needs.
One Shared Case Database. Unlike other products
on the market, FTK is database driven. All data is
stored in one case database, which allows teams to
use the same data, reducing the cost and complexity
of creating multiple case datasets. Best of all, you won’t
experience failures associated with memory-based
tools. For example, if the GUI crashes, the processing
workers can continue to process data.
• Unmatched Processing Speed—FTK is different from
other solutions in that it processes data up front;
you don’t waste time waiting for searches to execute
during the analysis phase. It’s designed to provide
the fastest, most accurate and consistent processing
with distributed processing and true multi-threaded/
multi-core support.

Benefit from the shared case database.
• Indexing—With a shared index file you can eliminate
the need to recreate or duplicate the file, delivering
consistent search results regardless of whether you
are searching in FTK or Summation.
• Deduplication—Gain a more complete understanding
of your data sooner with enhanced interoperability
between FTK and Summation, ensuring both
products are deduplicating data the same way.

Additional Capabilities Include:
• Easy Button for Processing—Easier and faster
processing with pre-defined, one-click command
options. With easy FTK processing options (e.g.,
e-discovery processing, forensic processing, etc.)
simply click the “button” based on how you want
to process the evidence.

Parse, review and analyze mobile chats including
WeChat® and WhatsApp® on both phone and desktop
chat application collections.

• Volume Shadow Copy—Reliance on third-party
software or manual methods is no longer needed;
quickly identify and extract information from the
Windows® shadow system files or set up directly
within FTK.

•P
 rovide a simplified view of FTK for end users with new
administrator controls.

• Optical Character Recognition (OCR)—Expand to other
languages with the ability to choose which language
before converting images to readable text. Further
enhancements and bug fixes are also included.
• Internet Artifacts—Locate hard-to-find key evidence
for parsing Dropbox™ artifacts left on machines.

• Cross-reference emails and phone numbers across
data types, and then filter on the person of interest in
your evidence to connect the dots in your investigation.

• Use email threading to save time, gain insights and
understand data in the context of a conversation and
how it applies to your case.
•R
 ecognize and parse keyword searches, destination
lists, and shellbag, prefetch, volume shadow copy
and SAM files automatically on all modern operating
systems.
•Q
 uickly and easily save and export your data and
analysis into .CSV or .HTML files.
• Find deleted partitions easily, in more scenarios,
with the highly requested expanded support for
partition types.

Support & Training
Our goal is to provide superior technical support, product training and development to ensure users achieve
the most value from their technology investment.
Support options can be found at:
marketing.accessdata.com/Support and include:
• Telephone technical support
• A knowledge base portal containing solutions
to common questions
• A discussion forum where users can post questions
and find answers
• User guides, quick-reference guides and more!

Training options can be found at:
marketing.accessdata.com/ADTraining and combine
a unique teaching methodology with state of the art
technology. Options include
in-person classroom, live online, or via our Learning
Management System (LMS).
For access to LMS, visit:
marketing.accessdata.com/LMStraining

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData® offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your
hands. For 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations and
law firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower faster
results, better insights, and more connectivity. For more information, visit www.accessdata.com
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